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10 of a possible 20 points                                                         **½ of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Points: 

1     Direction: François Truffaut 

1     Editing: Thom Noble 

1     Cinematography: Nicholas Roeg 

1     Lighting 

       Special Visual Effects: Charles Staffel, Les Bowie 

0     Screenplay: François Truffaut, Jean-Louis Richard, David Rudkin, Helen Scott, 

                 based on the novel by Ray Bradbury 

       Continuity: Kay Mander 

2     Music: Bernard Herrmann* 

1     Production Design: Tony Walton     Art Direction: Syd Cain 

       Costume Design: Tony Walton 



       Makeup: Basil Newall 

2     Sound: Norman Wanstall* 

       Sound Effects: Barry Gray* (electronic sound effects) 

       Sound Recording: Charlie McFadden* 

       Sound Mixing: Gordon McCallum* 

       Casting: Miriam Brickman 

1     Acting 

0     Creativity 

10 total points 

 

Cast: Oskar Werner (Guy Montag), Julie Christie (Linda Montag / Clarisse), 

Cyril Cusack* (Fire Chief), Anton Diffring ( Fabian, Montag’s nemesis), 

Jeremy Spenser (Man with Apple), Bee Duffell (Book Woman), Gillian Lewis 

(TV Announcer), Ann Bell (Tearful Woman), Caroline Hunt (Helen), Anna Palk 

(Jackie), Mark Lester*(j) (Second Schoolboy), Frank Cox (PREJUDICE), 

Fred Cox (PRIDE), Noel Davis (Cousin Midge on TV), Judith Drinan  

(THE REPUBLIC), Kevin Elder (j) (Robert, First Schoolboy), Joan Francis 

(Telephonist), Denis Gilmore (THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES), Arthur Haynes 

(Man on Commuter Train), Edward Kaye (Judo Expert), Eric Mason (Male Nurse), 

Charlie McFadden (Nervous Man at Post Box), Roma Milne (Clarisse’s Neighbor), 

Michael Mundell (Trainee Stoneman), Donald Pickering (TV Announcer), 

John Rae (WEIR OF HERMISTON), Tom Watson (Instructor Sergeant),  

Chris William (Trainee Black), Earl Younger (j) (WEIR OF HERMISTON’s Nephew), 

Michael Balfour (THE PRINCE), Alex Scott (VIE DE HENRY BRULARD),  

Yvonne Blake (RÉFLEXIONS SUR LA QUESTION JUIVE) 

 

     Released in 1966, François Truffaut’s sole English-language film attempted to 

adapt Ray Bradbury’s cautionary novel FAHRENHEIT 451. Working outside his 

native country, in a language he couldn’t speak, with a lead actor who  

approached English as something alien, Truffaut’s essay in leaping linguistic 

barriers failed badly. Instead of something politically urgent and dramatically 

explosive, the director molded a gelid, oddly formal melodrama.  



     Characters speak in tentative phrases and foreign accents. Or else resort to  

vapid, passionless bromides.  

     By far the most literate of them is Cyril Cusack’s fire chief. His pugnacious 

lectures theoretically justify book suppression and destruction. They also offer a 

crash course in the history of philosophical polemics.  

     Julie Christie’s Clarisse, in sharp contrast, displays a severely restricted 

vocabulary, one indicating no lasting transfer of belles-lettres to daily 

conversation. It’s no wonder she’s fired from a primary school teaching 

assignment. She conveys no inkling of the excitement and beauty of sculpting 

sonorous sentences or hunting obsessively for le mot juste (the right word). No, 

her conversations are just as mundane and colorless as those of brainwashed 

Linda, fireman Montag’s television addict wife. 

     Apart from futuristic low-budget sets resembling contemporary 1960s  

suburbia with a monorail insertion for credibility and several jet-pack flying 

patrolmen, there’s nothing to suggest a future society in the movie. Abandoned 

rail tracks, artificially enhanced colors, enlargement of television sets – these 

were all present already in the real world. Such authorial additions as a 

mechanized hound sensitive to changes in human chemical compositions and 

two past atomic wars got excised or pushed far into the background by Truffaut 

and fellow scripter Jean-Louis Richard. The duo also jettisoned author 

Bradbury’s references to Ecclesiastes, martyr Nicholas Ridley, and other overt 

references to Christianity. By removing religious context, they became officious 

censors themselves. Not only did the pair privilege oral over published speech, 

but also pictorial elements above anything lexical. Textless comic books got 

spared from the flames.  

     Why? They were also capable of communicating complex ideas.  

     Was it because words were the enemy, wherever they might be found? 

      It was not their setting which troubled, but their graphic existence in the first 

place.  

     Adhering for the most part to Ray Bradbury’s plot, the motion picture opens 

Tati-style with anonymous unseen speaker brusquely declaiming opening 

credits. Bernard Herrmann’s provocative martial score sets immediately 



envelops listeners in a crusaders’ world. The music is unrelenting and curt, 

analog to the fire chief’s peremptory manner of speaking. 

     A furtive reader, warned by telephone of looming fire company raid, flees his 

home. Thus establishing existence of an early warning system underground that 

at least occasionally frustrates book-burners. The villains here are an incendiary 

outfit perversely disguised as a metropolitan fire company. It’s charged with 

eradicating dangerous political and social beliefs conveyed by books. Because 

when books vanish, so do concepts they contain.  

     Montag is part of such a destructive team, earning his salary by igniting fires. 

He’s operated unobtrusively and conscientiously in the same position for about 

half a dozen years. Now this exemplary team player is ripe for promotion. If he 

can remain dutifully cooperative for a bit longer. 

     That may not be easy. Someone other than nemesis and rival Fabian has 

Montag under surveillance. It is a young primary school teacher who lives near 

his home and commutes to work on the same monorail train. Clarisse, one day 

astonishes the veteran public servant by introducing herself and going on to 

quiz him about why he persists in his work. She believes him to be unhappy, a 

term considered suspiciously antisocial and subversive by neighbors. 

     Most of the people living in their community feel it unpatriotic to alter the 

status quo or even complain about it. Negative attitudes are unacceptable, 

thinking critically arrogant and punishable. Those who engage in such activities 

are ultimately banished to forests or eliminated entirely by government 

guardians supporting the maxim “I think, therefore I am not.”  

     Intellectuals are non-persons who must either be re-educated, banished, or 

murdered. The first of these options seems to consist of a draft into the military. 

There, with luck, offending misfit will be felled by some other enemy of the 

state and permanently silenced. From snippets of dialogue it seems this solution 

is only applied to male rebels.  

     Female malcontents are dispensed with in other ways, such as assisted 

martyrdom.  

     Witnessing one such incident involving an older book enthusiast whets 

Montag’s curiosity to know what books possess that would cause readers to 

sacrifice their lives to preserve them.  



     Ideas.  

     Even bad ones are preferable to none at all. 

     Truffaut plainly believed that and wants his audiences to also. Which is why 

MEIN KAMPF is one of the volumes consigned to flames by firestarters. 

     As launching point for private investigation into that mystery, Montag filches  

DAVID COPPERFIELD from the dead woman’s house, hiding it beneath his coat.    

      (It seems firemen somewhere have acquired sufficient literacy to recognize 

author names and publication titles. Without any further instruction, they can 

read whole texts of presumably strange words, a mental feat analogous to 

leaping over skyscrapers in a single bound. Credibility is not only strained here, 

it’s stretched beyond the breaking point.) 

     Dickens leads to other authors, alternative tales. Soon Montag becomes a 

collector of forbidden items, endangering the tranquility of himself and spouse. 

All because of a young neighbor’s nosy inquiry into his degree of contentment. 

     Why not pass the time more rewardingly watching interactive television 

shows where viewers can supply plot details and be creative? Works for Linda.   

     Or scan through wordless comic books, interpreting actions to please 

individual whim? Isn’t illusion of choice better than entering into a world of  

questions and conundrums, with Author A contradicting the opinion of Author 

B.?       

     Ah, resolution, that’s what modern man and woman require. The decisive 

person will never worry. Because he or she never changes views. That would be 

an act of disloyalty. Step one on a slippery slope leading to mental disorder and 

career disaster. An insult to the government and its policy of domestic passivity. 

     Yet what Truffaut exhibits as a better course is no more attractive. Life 

divorced from students, family, and relatives, spent uncritically mumbling by 

rote passages of other people’s thoughts, preserving the past by extinguishing 

the future. Each memorizing “book person” becomes a separate island 

engrossed only in its own uniqueness. This is no advancement over 

totalitarianism. Just another variation on extreme self-indulgence. Where are 

heated discussion, academic research, demands for proofs, tolerance of 

opposing positions and their supporters?  



     Oskar Werner’s frosty, detached Montag hardly makes a strong case for 

education through devotion to printed text. His experiences combing through 

literature produce instead a murderer, bent on vengeance and destruction of 

other people, especially those he dislikes on philosophical grounds. Reading 

doesn’t lead him to any moment of salvation. He’s still blindly selfish, bullying 

Linda’s girlfriends – whose approval his wife desperately needs to retain a 

respectable self-image – into listening to him recount David Copperfield’s 

youthful idolization of Dora Spenlow and its fatal consequences. Whether they 

want to hear such a litany of unhappiness or not. He even succeeds in bringing 

one auditor to tears, making her genuinely empathetic with David. Two others 

boil with scathing indignation, lashing out at the reader in self-defense.     

     Linda’s response is even stronger. She pays a visit to an informant call box, 

sending the government a message tipping them off about Montag’s secret 

book collection at their house. His public embarrassment of her is quickly 

revenged, setting into motion a chain of dramatic events providing ample 

opportunity for extravagant conflagration accompanied by appropriately 

harrowing music from Mr. Herrmann.   

      Aside from spectacular pyrotechnics, sonic innovations in bookend credit 

sequences, and insistently driving music score, FAHRENHEIT 451 is much ado 

about very little. It looks like a childish dream comprised of smooth, oversize, 

ever-shining fire trucks racing around in an imaginary Technicolor world where  

adults behave like scared rabbits, fools, narcissists, or undisciplined thugs. 

Immature guardians start fires and burn women who defy them. They terrify 

small children, tell tales on each other, betray nearest and dearest in a lopsided 

struggle to keep intact a society of desensitized spectators.  

     A very bleak vision of Tomorrow’s World this is, suggesting technology will be 

used then primarily as sedative, sports employed as healthy substitutes for logic 

and experimentation.  

     When artifice triumphs over reality, clearly the case here, is the result 

profound or glancing? Is watching this movie a dodge to evade reading the book 

from which it derives? More generally, has observation supplanted testing and 

recording? If so, is there any way to correct that?  



     Instead of taking audiences into the depths where such inquiries lead,  

filmmakers were too easily satisfied splashing in the shallows. Nowhere can be 

spotted a human figure willing to attack problems rather than people. This may 

be the overriding weakness of Truffaut’s movie. 

     Of special merit is superb sound mixing of Gordon McCallum. 

     Mistimed editing, though, yields too many disjointed fragments. These 

interfere with reaction shots of faces. They also undercut powerful music and 

scathingly effective acting by Cyril Cusack. His full command of impassioned 

speech and expressive gesture acutely contrasts with the star’s stingy 

production of either. 

     Lighting is adequate, screenplay much less so. Its absence of poetry insults 

the topic it means to exalt.  

     Production and costume design are serviceable, if lacking inventiveness. 

     Most disappointing is Nicolas Roeg’s repertoire of camera shots. Too often 

they distract rather than inform, structures superseding personalities. Since 

FAHRENHEIT 451 was not intended as an architectural portfolio, obtrusive  

objects of superficial interest only are no asset to the movie. 

     Nor could the director improve acting dullnesses. He was hobbled by 

unfamiliar language, minimal budget, and composer intent on reestablishing 

former lofty reputation after public sacking by Alfred Hitchcock. It didn’t help 

that Truffaut and Werner stopped speaking to each other on location. 

     A dated curiosity piece with formidably hammering score, FAHRENHEIT 451 is  

acceptable movie fare for mature teens and adults, more exciting to hear than 

watch. It includes human immolation scenes definitely not for the young or 

squeamish.    

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  


